LPM Racing Pigeon Stud

Nigel Laycock Pigeons
The Laycock pigeons have been gaining quite a lot of attention across many areas in
the UK, with his pigeons being in high demand by many fanciers.
Nigel’s results over many years, in particular the past few years has seen him gain the
attention of many, with many of those fortunate enough to obtain birds direct from
Nigel now reaping the benefits of his astute selection and breeding of top line birds.
Nigel has left no stone unturned in his quest to obtain the very best from the top
European fanciers, going direct to them to select those which today he has blended to
form his own family of birds. Fanciers that he has purchased his base pigeons off
include the likes of: Eric Limburg from Eric’s top stock birds that include “Black
Opium”, the “Slimmen Cock” and “Slimmen Hen”. Purchases have also been made
direct from Jos Sootjen which has provided Nigel with many of his champions like his
foundation Soontjen cock “Gold Spot” responsible for countless winners, not just for
Nigel but for many lucky enough to have acquired birds directly related to this cock.
Other famous pigeons in the Laycock family include pigeons very closely bred to one
of the most famous Janssen cocks the “Mercx”. Top line pigeons from other famous
fanciers i.e. Leo Van Rhijns, Piet Rislvink and Jan Grondelaar have also been
acquired,
One of the current top Belgium fanciers who’s birds are in high demand across the
globe at this time are birds from Eric Ceuleman and as it is with Nigel he was quick
to visit Eric and acquire birds direct off his best.
LMP Stud has been fortunate to acquire birds direct off some of Nigel’s top pairs that
include many of those listed above along with several of their offspring and we are
now able to offer to Australian fanciers youngster direct off these birds.
Now is the time to get in on the ground floor and be the first to obtain this very
special and successful bloodline. LPM stud is the only suppliers of the “Laycock”
pigeons in Australia and we will be soon adding more to the ones we currently have
as some real “crackers” will be arriving in the next import shipment.
Don’t delay, as only a few pairs will be available for sale this breeding season.
For those wishing more information on Nigel and his results, just go to “Google” and
type in Nigel Laycock, I feel sure you will be more than impressed.
For more information contact LPM Racing Pigeon Stud
Phil Murphy on 0404 809 162 or 4647 5865
or e-mail philmurphypigeonstud@bigpond.com

